The excitatory neurons of the mammalian cerebral cortex arise from asymmetric divisions of radial glial cells in the ventricular zone and symmetric division of intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs) in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the embryonic cortex. Little is known about the microenvironment in which IPCs divide or whether a stem cell niche exists in the SVZ of the embryonic cortex. Recent evidence suggests that vasculature may provide a niche for adult stem cells but its role in development is less clear. We have investigated the vasculature in the embryonic cortex during neurogenesis and find that IPCs are spatially and temporally associated with blood vessels during cortical development. Intermediate progenitors mimic the pattern of capillaries suggesting patterns of angiogenesis and neurogenesis are coordinated during development. More importantly, we find that IPCs divide near blood vessel branch points suggesting that cerebral vasculature establishes a stem cell niche for intermediate progenitors in the SVZ. These data provide novel evidence for the presence of a neurogenic niche for intermediate progenitors in the embryonic SVZ and suggest blood vessels are important for proper patterning of neurogenesis.
Introduction
The development of the mammalian cerebral cortex involves a series of orchestrated events that lead to the sequential inside-out assembly of the 6-layered cortex (Smart 1973; McConnell 1995; Kriegstein et al. 2006; Rakic 2006; Cheung et al. 2007; Dehay and Kennedy 2007; Pontious et al. 2008) . Two distinct progenitor cell types, radial glia and intermediate progenitors, participate in cortical neurogenesis. Radial glia, bipolar cells with radial fibers that extend to the pial surface, divide asymmetrically at the ventricular surface with vertical cleavage planes to produce a radial glial cell and either a neuron (direct neurogenesis) or an intermediate progenitor cell (IPC, indirect neurogenesis) (Misson et al. 1988; Takahashi et al. 1995; Noctor et al. 2001; Tamamaki et al. 2001; Tarabykin et al. 2001; Anthony et al. 2004; Haubensak et al. 2004; Zimmer et al. 2004) . IPCs are multipolar cells, express the T-box transcription factor Tbr2, and migrate away from the ventricular surface to undergo symmetrical divisions. They generally have horizontal 45 cleavage planes and produce 2 neurons (Takahashi et al. 1995; Haubensak et al. 2004; Noctor et al. 2004 Noctor et al. , 2008 Englund et al. 2005) . Although IPCs play a critical role in cortical development by expanding the neuronal population, little is known about the factors that influence IPC production, mitosis, or whether a niche for neurogenesis exists in the embryonic cortical subventricular zone (SVZ) where the majority of IPC divisions occur. Observations in other systems have shown that vasculature can provide a proliferative niche for stem cells (Palmer et al. 2000; Louissaint et al. 2002; Kiel et al. 2005; Nikolova et al. 2006; Yoshida et al. 2007 ). Recent work also hints at a relationship between cortical neurogenesis and angiogenesis (Palmer et al. 2000; Louissaint et al. 2002; Gerhardt et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2004; Vasudevan et al. 2008) . Progenitors are often associated with blood vessels in the dentate gyrus of the adult hippocampus as well as during neurogenesis in zebra finches (Palmer et al. 2000; Louissaint et al. 2002) . Blood vessels also play a role in adult SVZ progenitors and neuroblasts in the adult SVZ are found to migrate on blood vessels toward the olfactory bulb in rodents (Bovetti et al. 2007; Riquelme et al. 2008) . Moreover, media conditioned by endothelial cells stimulates proliferation and neurogenesis of mouse embryonic cortical stem cells, suggesting that a secreted factor from endothelial cells promotes neurogenesis (Shen et al. 2004) . We therefore investigated the development of cortical vasculature and its potential role as a neurogenic niche for IPCs.
Recent work suggests that endothelial cells destined to make up the venous circulation appear on the pia prior to neurogenesis, whereas endothelial cells of the arterial vasculature migrate tangentially from the ventral telencephalon to the SVZ of the dorsal cortex shortly thereafter (Hiruma et al. 2002; Vasudevan et al. 2008) . The arterial endothelial cells construct the capillary beds that will supply the cortex (Vasudevan et al. 2008) . Angiogenesis occurs through the coordinated activity of 2 distinct endothelial cell types: tip cells and stalk cells (Gerhardt et al. 2003) . Endothelial tip cells are specialized nonmitotic migratory cells with many highly dynamic filopodia (Gerhardt et al. 2003) . Tip cells are only present during angiogenesis and are responsible for vascular patterning. Endothelial stalk cells divide in the wake of the tip cells to generate the tubular structure of blood vessels (Gerhardt et al. 2003) . Endothelial tip cells have been observed to extend filopodia to the ventricular surface, where radial glia divide, and to interact with the fibers of radial glia in the hindbrain, suggesting communication between progenitors of the vasculature and central nervous system (Gerhardt et al. 2004) . For example, endothelial cells in the brain share a similar molecular profile with neighboring neural stem cells (i.e., ventral endothelial cells express Dlx1/5 and Nkx2.1, whereas dorsal endothelial cells express Pax6), strongly suggesting a relationship between the mechanism of patterning during angiogenesis and neurogenesis in the brain (Vasudevan et al. 2008) .
We examined the initial appearance and mitotic behavior of IPCs, in relation to the growth of the cortical vasculature, using Tbr2 expression to identify IPCs (Englund et al. 2005 ). Here we show that in mouse embryonic cortex, Tbr2 cells are temporally and spatially associated with cortical vasculature in the SVZ. We also show that Tbr2 + cells follow and mimic the pattern of nascent blood vessels and divide near blood vessels. Our findings present a new understanding of the local microenvironment and the cues that orchestrate neurogenesis and the division of IPCs in the SVZ. These data also suggest that vascular patterning coordinates cortical patterning during embryonic development.
Materials and Methods
Immunofluorescence and Imaging For whole-mount immunofluorescence, cortical hemispheres were dissected from mouse embryos (Swiss Webster, Simonsen Labs, Santa Clara, CA), flattened on a membrane and fixed slowly from below by floating on 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 h on ice and fixed overnight. The tissue was permeabilized in block buffer (0.4% Triton-X 100 and 0.5% goat serum) overnight followed by antibody incubation in block buffer for 2 days at 4°C on a nutator. Imaging was carried out with a Leica (Germany) SP5 laser scanning confocal microscope. Dyes close in emission spectrum were imaged sequentially to prevent bleed-through. The distance of cell bodies to blood vessels was quantified using Leica imaging software. Quantification of Figure 2D was done by dividing images into parts with vascular plexus and parts without. The number of Tbr2 cells in each part (equal in area, mm 2 ) was counted and a percentage was obtained by normalizing to the total number of Tbr2 cells for that image.
Animals and In Utero Electroporation
Timed pregnant Swiss Webster mice (Simonsen Labs, CA) were anesthetized and their embryos were electroporated as described (Elias et al. 2007 ). VEGF120 vector was obtained through Addgene (Donated by Bob Weinberg, Addgene number: 10909) and were prepared endotoxin-free (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and coelectroporated together with EGFP-N1 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) in a 1:1 molar ratio. BAC transgenic Tbr2:EGFP (Eomesodermin:EGFP) were obtained from GENSAT (www.gensat.org). For live vascular labeling, embryos were perfused with mung bean lectin-Alexa-594 (Invitrogen) dissolved in PBS and incubated in oxygenated Hanks buffer at room temperature for 20 min. The cortex was dissected and imaged live using a Leica SP5 or an Olympus FV-1000 (Center Valley, PA) confocal microscope. Animal experiments were carried out in accordance with UCSF Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee animal protocols.
Results
In order to better observe the orientation of the vasculature throughout the cortex we prepared flattened whole-mounts of the embryonic mouse cortex, immunostained for the endothelial marker PECAM-1 (CD31), and used confocal microscopy to image the ventricular zone (VZ) and SVZ starting from the surface of the ventricle. This preparation allowed us to visualize the vast network of capillaries in the SVZ and obtain new spatial information about the vasculature and IPCs not obvious in coronal sections (Fig. 1A,D, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Movie 1).
Endothelial cells invade the VZ/SVZ by E13 and form a plexus of vasculature in a honeycomb pattern within the SVZ, with branches occasionally extending into the VZ (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Movie 1). Some endothelial cells form sparse radially oriented capillaries that extend into the cortical plate and meet the vasculature on the pial surface as has previously been shown (Vasudevan et al. 2008 ) (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Movie 1).
To visualize the spatial relationship between capillaries and IPCs, we double labeled E12 flattened cortical whole-mounts with antibodies for PECAM-1 and Tbr2. We imaged the VZ and SVZ from the ventricular surface and analyzed confocal projections. We found that in the dorsal cortex of E12 embryos, Tbr2 cell density was higher in the vascularized lateral regions (Fig. 1A --C; bracketed area) as compared with medial regions, which were nearly avascular at this time point. We also found Tbr2 cells associated with some of the leading endothelial tip cells (Fig. 1A --C, arrows). We counted the total number of Tbr2 cells in confocal images of whole-mounts and quantified the proportions of Tbr2 cells in high-vascularized versus low-vascularized regions. High-vascularized regions were areas where a vascular plexus had formed. Lowvascularized areas contained few sparse and scattered endothelial cells. We found that a significantly greater number of Tbr2 cells were present in regions that are highly vascularized at E12 ( Fig. 1G ; 76 vs. 24% of total Tbr2 cells per image-see methods for detail, paired student's t-test P < 0.05, N = 2288 cells from 3 animals). This indicates that the expansion of Tbr2 cells is temporally and spatially correlated with the appearance of cortical vasculature in the embryonic cortex.
Over embryonic days 12--14, the density of Tbr2 cells increased significantly with a lateral to medial gradient. In order to ask whether Tbr2 cells are spatially associated with the vasculature following its initial formation, we examined single optical sections through the lower parts of the SVZ focusing on medial parts of the dorsal cortex where Tbr2 cells are still relatively sparse at E14 (Fig. 1D--F) . These images reveal that Tbr2 cells are highly associated with the vasculature in these regions and are often aligned in rows adjacent to developing blood vessels arrows) . Therefore, the spatial patterning of Tbr2 cells and blood vessels are correlated in the SVZ. This pattern however became less obvious as more Tbr2 cells appeared during the course of development. For example, in the SVZ of the lateral cortex at E14, Tbr2 cells were lined up on blood vessels but also filled the gaps between blood vessels (Fig. 2E) .
We also found Tbr2 cells at the ventricular surface contacting endothelial tip cells ( Fig. 1H and Supplementary Movie 2). Therefore, we examined whether surface Tbr2 cells are more likely to reside in spatial relation to overlying blood vessels. To address this, we imaged Tbr2 cells at the ventricular surface together with the overlying vascular plexus in whole mounts using confocal microscopy. We collected confocal stacks of emission channels corresponding to 4#,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), Tbr2, and PECAM-1 stains starting at the ventricular surface. In order to only image the surface cells stained with DAPI and/or Tbr2 but continue imaging the overlying vasculature in the Z direction, the lasers used for imaging DAPI and Tbr2 cells were turned off after 10 lm in the Z direction, whereas signal from PECAM-1 staining continued to be collected for another 30 lm. An example of a Tbr2 and PECAM-1 stained stack rotated 90 degrees in the Z direction is shown in Figure 1I . Confocal stacks were collapsed into projections and the distance from the center of each Tbr2 cell to the nearest blood vessel was measured and compared with the distance between other non-Tbr2 cells stained with DAPI and their nearby blood vessels (Fig. 1I--K) . As shown in the cumulative probability histogram in Figure 1K , Tbr2 cell position is significantly correlated with the position of overlying vasculature as compared with other non-Tbr2 cells whose nuclei are labeled with DAPI (P < 0.0001, KS normality test, N = 699 for Tbr2 and 528 for DAPI cells).
We next asked whether cortical vasculature influences the position of differentiating Tbr2 cells as they migrate away from the ventricular surface past the vascular plexus toward the cortical plate. We obtained BAC transgenic mice where an EGFP reporter is under the control of the Tbr2 promoter (Tbr2:EGFP, a.k.a. Eomesodermin:EGFP; GENSAT) (Kwon and Hadjantonakis 2007) . We perfused E14 Tbr2:EGFP live embryos with Alexa-594 conjugated lectin to label the vasculature. We found that Tbr2:EGFP cells are associated with the vasculature in the Tbr2 reporter animals similar to what we found with immunostaining for endogenous Tbr2 (Supplementary Fig. 3E--G) . We postulated that because Tbr2 cells are spatially distributed in alignment with SVZ vasculature at the ventricular surface as well as within the SVZ, the vasculature might influence the position of radially migrating cells. In order to look at the position of migrating Tbr2:EGFP cells in relation to the vascular plexus, we acquired confocal stacks of the SVZ in Lecin-594 labeled Tbr2:EGFP cortex of E13 embryos ( Fig. 2A--D Movie 3). When we examined projections of confocal stacks, we found that EGFP cells were often aligned in a honeycomb pattern resembling the vascular pattern (Fig. 2C) . However, when we rotated confocal stacks 90°in the Z direction to mimic a coronal view, we found that many of the EGFP cells were oriented radially above the vasculature and were not adjacent to blood vessels, indicating that they were migrating away from the SVZ vascular plexus (Fig. 2D, Supplementary Movie 3) . Therefore, it appears that when Tbr2 cells migrate radially toward the cortical plate they retain the honeycomb pattern of the vasculature they encountered within the SVZ. This indicates the SVZ vasculature affects the pattern of neurogenesis and migration during development and may influence the final position of excitatory neurons in the cortex.
The great majority of IPCs divide within the SVZ (Englund et al. 2005) . We therefore asked whether mitotic Tbr2 cells are positioned differently than nonmitotic Tbr2 cells with respect to the vasculature in the SVZ. To address this, we prepared flattened whole mounts of E14 cortex and immunostained for phospho-histone-3 (PH3; a mitotic marker), endogenous Tbr2, and PECAM-1. We quantified and compared the distance between mitotic Tbr2 cells and capillaries vs. the distance between nonmitotic Tbr2 cells and capillaries in single confocal optical sections. We found that in general, PH3/Tbr2 cells were nearly always directly adjacent to a blood vessel as compared with all other Tbr2 cells in the regions imaged (Fig. 2E--G) . Interestingly, we also observed that PH3/Tbr2 cells were often found near vascular branch points (Fig. 2F , the cartoon trace of Fig. 2E ). In order to quantify this observation, we measured the distance between PH3/Tbr2 double positive cells and the closest branch point and the length of the branch that the cell was positioned on. We then divided the length of each branch into 4 quadrants, with quadrant 1 and 4 at each end of the branch near branch points, and quadrants 2 and 3 in the central region (Fig. 2G') . We asked whether each cell falls within a quadrant close to a branch point or a quadrant close to a branch center. For simplicity, we only measured the distance to one branch point and therefore analyzed the distribution of Tbr2 cells in quadrants 1 versus 2. We also limited our analysis to those cells positioned on branches that were more than 32 lm, 4 times longer than the width of an average Tbr2 cell (8 lm, data not shown) so that the length of each quadrant would allow at least one Tbr2 cell. If PH3/Tbr2 cells were distributed randomly, Tbr2 cells would fall equally near branch points and branch centers, quadrants 1 and 2. However, we found that a significantly higher proportion of cells were positioned near a branch point (62% in quadrant 1 vs. 38% in quadrant 2, P < 0.05 chi square, N = 82, 4 embryos) (Fig. 2G) . These data suggest vascular branch points provide a niche for mitotic Tbr2 cells in the SVZ.
To determine if blood vessels influence the position of IPCs, we sought to alter the pattern of vasculature in the SVZ and ask whether this would alter the Tbr2 cell pattern. One molecule that has been shown to alter the pattern of vasculature and promote angiogenesis in the central nervous system (CNS) is vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Breier et al. 1992 (Breier et al. , 1995 Rosenstein et al. 1998; Louissaint et al. 2002; Gerhardt et al. 2003; Hogan et al. 2004 ). VEGF-A has been shown to alter and promote CNS angiogenesis by acting through VEGF-R2 (Rosenstein et al. 1998; Hogan et al. 2004 ). In the embryonic cortex, VEGF is only expressed by radial glia in the VZ, whereas the VEGF receptors VEGF-R1 (Flt1) and VEGF-R2 (Flk1) are expressed by cortical endothelial cells (Breier et al. 1992 (Breier et al. , 1995 , (Supplementary Fig. 4 ). We therefore reasoned that by overexpressing VEGF-A in the cortex, we would only affect the IPCs indirectly through the alteration of blood vessel development. We used in utero injection and electroporation to introduce plasmids expressing either EGFP as control or EGFP together with VEGF-A into the embryonic cortex at E13 and we analyzed the brains 4 days later at E17.
We prepared flattened whole-mounts of VEGF electroporated brains and stained for Tbr2 and PECAM-1. Low magnification confocal stacks starting at the ventricular surface showed that the electroporated area was surrounded by anomalous ring-like overgrown blood vessels (Fig. 2H,I ). Interestingly, the distribution of Tbr2 cells also seemed to follow the aberrant structure with more cells concentrated at the edges of the ring-like vascular structure (Fig. 2H--J, arrows) . Endothelial cells did not invade the electroporated region uniformly probably because as it has been shown before, endothelial tip cells respond to a gradient of VEGF rather than an absolute concentration for migration (Gerhardt et al. 2003) . We collected single optical sections in order to visualize the vasculature near the surface of the ventricle at higher magnification (Fig. 2K--M) . We found that many Tbr2 cells were associated with the leading edge of invading ectopic blood vessels in the electroporated area and the pattern of Tbr2 cells followed the newly altered vascular pattern (Fig. 2 K-M, arrow) .
We also analyzed VEGF overexpressing embryos by examining coronal sections. In control animals electroporated with only EGFP, we found an expected distribution of EGFP + cells through the VZ, SVZ, and cortical plate with radially oriented EGFP labeled neurons in the cortex (Fig. 3C, arrow) and commissural axons leaving the electroporated region (Fig. 3C,  arrowhead) . However, in brains electroporated with EGFP and VEGF-A, cells in the electroporated region were dysplastic and disorganized with fewer radially oriented neurons in the cortical plate and a reduced number of axons (Fig. 3B,  arrow) . Compared with controls, the vasculature in the VEGF electroporated area was grossly abnormal with formation of large tangled clusters of blood vessels (Fig. 3B,D, arrows) . The enlarged dome-like vessels are likely formed by endothelial tip cells that were stalled at a concentration gradient boundary formed by overproliferation of stalk cells. We found that Tbr2 cells were closely associated with aberrant vessels throughout the electroporated regions (Fig. 3B,D,F,H) . Ectopic Tbr2 cells were located in the cortical plate (Fig. 3H, arrows) , closely associated with aberrant vessels invading the cortical plate, and many were Ki67 positive, indicating that they were cycling cells (Fig. 3I--L) .
Discussion
Here we show that the position of IPCs during mitosis, migration and differentiation is correlated with developing endothelial cells in the SVZ. The appearance of Tbr2 cells correlates with the appearance of vascularization, and Tbr2 cells are aligned with the honeycomb pattern of the SVZ vascular plexus when they are at the ventricular surface; within the SVZ where they divide, and as they migrate away from the SVZ radially toward the cortical plate. Tbr2 cells divide near vascular branch-points suggesting endothelial tip cells may contribute to a neurogenic niche for IPCs. Our experiments with ectopic overexpression of VEGF-A suggest that the pattern of Tbr2 expression follows the pattern of blood vessel development. Together these data indicate that the developing cortical vasculature provides a microenvironment within the SVZ in which IPCs accumulate and divide during neurogenesis.
The location of ventricular surface Tbr2 cells in association with overlying blood vessels suggests that endothelial cells may influence the location of IPCs. Although some Tbr2 cells may be generated at the ventricular surface in association with endothelial cells, others may have been born elsewhere in the VZ and migrated toward the vasculature. It is possible that endothelial cells at the pial surface may also influence neurogenesis or IPC production through their contact with radial glia endfeet and fibers at the pial surface before cortical vessels invade the SVZ.
Our VEGF overexpression experiments suggest that the spatial distribution of Tbr2 cells is influenced by the developing vasculature. However, some reports have shown that neural progenitors directly respond to VEGF through VEGF receptors potentially complicating the interpretation of the data presented here (Ogunshola et al. 2002; Le Bras et al. 2006; Li et al. 2006; Wada et al. 2006; Xiao et al. 2007) . These experiments were either carried out with neural progenitors from regions other than embryonic cortex; or were based on embryonic stem cell-derived progenitors; or tested the response of progenitor cells to VEGF in dissociated brain cultures where endothelial cells had not been removed and an indirect action of VEGF on neural progenitors through contaminating endothelial cells could not be ruled out. Furthermore, culture conditions may promote VEGF receptor expression by neural progenitors that do not normally express them in vivo. Consistent with this, even though VEGF receptors are expressed by cells in vitro, VEGF receptors (flt1, flt3, flt4) are not expressed by embryonic cortical VZ or SVZ cells in vivo (Breier et al. 1992 (Breier et al. , 1995 Visel et al. 2004 ) and we do not find Flk-1 expression in cortical progenitors in vivo ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 ). Moreover, we find that although all electroporated GFP + cells overexpress VEGF, the pattern of Tbr2 cells matches that of the newly invading vasculature: more Tbr2 cells are associated with the edges of the vasculature surrounding the electroporated region and fewer in the center of the electroporated region where the tissue is less vascularized (Fig. 2H--M) . If the altered pattern of Tbr2 cells was due to a direct effect of VEGF on neural progenitors and independent of vasculature, the distribution would not match the circular pattern of the aberrant blood vessels (Fig. 2J) .
One reason Tbr2 cells are associated with blood vessels may be that blood vessels are a source of circulating growth factors that the IPCs require. Although our observations do not rule this out, our data show that during angiogenesis at E12, Tbr2 cells are found associated with those regions where developing blood vessels are beginning to appear. The cells at the leading edge of the developing vasculature are primarily endothelial tip cells that do not form luminal structures and do not contain circulating blood (Gerhardt et al. 2003) . This suggests that the interaction of IPCs with the vasculature may be due to an association with endothelial tip cells rather than factors in the circulation.
The great majority of IPCs are known to divide in the SVZ but the local microenvironment that may influence mitosis has not been fully described. Our data indicate that IPCs undergoing mitosis are near blood vessels and often associated with endothelial cells at blood vessel branch points. This suggests that the SVZ vasculature may serve as a niche for mitotic IPCs. It is possible that tip cells interact with mitotic IPCs at these sites during division. Interestingly, vascular branch-points have previously been observed to be sites of mitosis in glial tumors where glioma cells are able to migrate tangentially along blood vessels (Farin et al. 2006) . The vasculature of tumors resembles that present during development in that both types of tissue are undergoing angiogenesis with and abundance of endothelial tip cells present (Calabrese et al. 2007) . Considering that endothelial cells can promote the proliferation of cortical stem cells in culture through the release of one or more diffusible factor(s) (Shen et al. 2004) , there may be common mechanisms by which endothelial cells promote the proliferation of stem and progenitor cells during development as well as glioma cells during tumorigenesis.
Although sparsely positioned IPCs are associated with endothelial cells during early development, at later stages when the density of IPCs increases this pattern is less visible. However, IPCs are multipolar with many dynamic branches and some of these branches may remain in contact with endothelial cells even though the IPCs may be at a distance (Noctor et al. 2004) . Alternatively, different pools of Tbr2 expressing cells may exist later in development and some may not associate with blood vessels.
In conclusion, our data builds upon previous work regarding the role of vasculature in the stem cell niche and suggests a model for coordinated embryonic cortical angiogenesis and neurogenesis. Early in development, VEGF expressed and secreted by radial glia in the VZ may attract endothelial cells and promote angiogenesis (Rosenstein et al. 1998; Hogan et al. 2004) . As endothelial cells migrate into the cortex from the ventral telencephalon, endothelial tip cells interact with IPCs and may provide them with attractive cues. Tbr2 cells migrate radially into the SVZ, and have also been observed to migrate tangentially within the SVZ (Noctor et al. 2004) . While migrating, they may move toward blood vessels and contact endothelial cells in the SVZ. Although nearly all Tbr2 cells are in the cell cycle (Englund et al. 2005) , those undergoing mitosis divide in the SVZ near vascular branch-points where they may encounter endothelial tip cells. Cells later detach as they differentiate into neurons. Some early-born deep layer neurons may establish a honeycomb pattern imposed by the vasculature as they migrate into the cortical plate and differentiate. Later in development, as the density of IPCs increases, the pattern of neurogenesis may also change. Thus, our observations indicate that cortical IP cell position, generation, and division are correlated with angiogenesis and that disrupting the normal pattern of angiogenesis affects IPCs. Together this suggests that the developing cortical vasculature plays a critical role in regulating cortical neurogenesis through its influence on IPCs in the SVZ.
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